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NETWOVEN INC. Achieves Microsoft Gold Messaging Competency
Netwoven Inc. demonstrates best-in-class capability and market leadership through
demonstrated technology success and customer commitment.
Milpitas, California, USA — August, 2, 2016 — Netwoven Inc., today announced it has
attained a Gold Messaging competency, demonstrating a “best-in-class” ability and
commitment to meet Microsoft Corporation customers’ evolving needs in today’s dynamic
business environment. Netwoven’s achievement sets them in the top one percent of
Microsoft’s entire global partner ecosystem.
By earning this competency, Netwoven has demonstrated its commitment to helping
organizations worldwide maximize their investment in Microsoft Exchange through the use of
Netwoven’s solutions.
Attaining the Microsoft Gold Messaging Competency demonstrates partner expertise in email
management and server integration solutions. Equipped with exclusive training, the latest
software and support on Microsoft Exchange solutions, partners help customers create
communications they can rely on without the maintenance and infrastructure costs of
independently managed systems
According to Netwoven’s Chief Executive Officer, Niraj Tenany, “We are very pleased to
have achieved the Microsoft Gold Messaging competency demonstrating Netwoven’s solution
expertise and deep technical skills from many successful customer projects. Netwoven
continues expand our InfrastructureConnect services that includes Cloud architecture,
planning, deployment, application migration, and hybrid solutions using of Active Directory,
Azure, Exchange Online, SharePoint Online and other Office 365 services.
“By achieving a gold competency, partners have demonstrated the highest, most consistent
capability and commitment to the latest Microsoft technology,” said Phil Sorgen, corporate
vice president, Worldwide Partner Group at Microsoft Corp. “These partners have a deep
expertise that puts them in the top one percent of our partner ecosystem, and their proficiency
will help customers drive innovative solutions on the latest Microsoft technology.”
To earn a Microsoft gold competency, partners must successfully complete technical exams
(required for Microsoft Certified Professional attainment) to prove their level of technology
expertise, and then designate these certified professionals uniquely to one Microsoft
competency, ensuring a certain level of staffing capacity. They also must submit customer

references that demonstrate successful projects, meet a revenue commitment (for most gold
competencies), and pass technology and/or sales assessments.
“Earning this Microsoft Gold Messaging Competency validates our expertise in Microsoft
technologies," said Netwoven CEO Niraj Tenany. " The Gold Messaging competency
highlights our company’s deeper investment in archiving, compliance, e-discovery and
migration, along with an ability to help customers with their journeys to the cloud with
Microsoft Exchange Online.”
About Netwoven:
Netwoven Inc. is a leading Microsoft solutions provider (Gold Partner) providing solutions
for Business Productivity, Business Automation, Infrastructure Services and Big Data
Analytics to mid-market and large enterprises. We believe in delivering solutions tailored to
specific needs of our clients and to do so in a cost-effective manner using our global delivery
model. Our services and solutions come in the form of consulting projects, specific products
& services, and staffing services. We were founded in 2001 by senior-level executives from
Microsoft, Oracle and Intel.
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